SOLUTION BRIEF

State and Local Government
The most at-risk U.S. government agencies rely on Silo for Research to conduct secure and anonymous
online investigations. It is the first cloud-native web isolation platform to achieve FedRAMP authorization,
attesting to the integrity of the solution.

Agency’s Security and Investigations Success at Risk
Without Proper Tools
Relying on a traditional browser on a government computer — even with a private browsing mode and/or a VPN — to
conduct state and local government investigations is a risky proposition. Attributes and behaviors that uniquely identify
you and the agency are leaked online (e.g., IP address, device/OS type, time zone, browsing and search patterns). In
addition, these approaches do not protect computers and IT infrastructure from malware infection as investigators
navigate potentially nefarious websites.
State and local governments require a purpose-built online research platform that allows them to customize and cloak
their appearance and isolate browsing from user workstations.

Silo for Research is used by SOCs to research and engage with phishing, malware and
ransomware exposures. The solution is also used by state and local investigation teams
assisting Homeland Security, working with fusion centers and researching fraud and
trafficking activities.

Silo for Research
Silo for Research is designed to help state and local government teams conduct secure and anonymous online
investigations across the surface, deep and dark web. It’s built on Authentic8’s patented, cloud-based Silo Web
Isolation Platform, which executes all web code away from your network in a secure, isolated environment that you
manage by policy, providing 100-percent protection and oversight of all research activity.
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SOLUTION BRIEF: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

When analysts don’t conceal their identities and affiliations, their research targets can get suspicious, block the
investigators from accessing needed resources, change their location or disappear altogether — even threaten
retribution against the analyst and their organization.
Silo for Research allows you to manage your digital fingerprint. Beyond anonymity, the platform empowers analysts to
blend in with the crowd, including altering the attributes of their physical location, user agent string (i.e., device, OS and
browser type), time zone and language.
In addition to the security of complete isolation from all web-borne threats and full web anonymity, Silo for Research
provides analysts with an integrated suite of workflow productivity tools — analyze page content, links and source
data; safely manipulate and store toxic files and inappropriate content off-network; and translate, capture and
annotate webpages.
To learn more about why 500+ government agencies and major enterprises choose Silo, request a demo here.

Silo for Research is an integrated solution for conducting secure and anonymous web research, evidence
collection and data analysis from the surface, deep and dark web. It’s built on Authentic8’s patented, cloudbased Silo Web Isolation Platform, which executes all web code in a secure, isolated environment that is
managed by policy, providing protection and oversight of all web-based activity.
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